Table 4: Country breakdown of the 4,415 annotated Tweets. 34 tweets were removed after annotation because they were marked as "not English."

A Dataset Breakdown

This section is a more detailed breakdown of the Twitter data used for annotation in §3. Tweets from 42 countries were annotated. The number of tweets per country is in Table 4.
1. Does this Tweet discuss a protest, march, riot, or strike?

   See Examples
   - Yes, a specific event
   - Yes, in a non-specific fashion
   - No / Uses a keyword (protest/riot/etc) with an alternative meaning
   - Not English

   1a. At the time of this Tweet, is the referenced event currently in progress, in the past, or an upcoming event?

   See Examples
   - Current event (includes ambiguous news-style headlines)
   - Past event
   - Upcoming event

   1b. Does this Tweet support or oppose the event in question?

   See Examples
   - Support
   - Oppose
   - Neither

   1c. Does this Tweet state a specific topic of the event that reflects the intent of the protestors?

   See Examples
   - Yes
   - No
   - Unclear

   1d. Does this Tweet describe participation/intent to participate in the event?

   See Examples
   - In attendance / Intent to participate / Invitation to participate
   - Specifically NOT attending
   - Neither

   1e. If this Tweet contains hashtags specific to the event, list the hashtags:

   Please enter as ":hashtag1, hashtag2,..."


2. Does this Tweet indicate civil or political unrest, frustration, or dissatisfaction? For example, dissatisfaction with government policy, economic situation, etc.

   See Examples
   - Yes
   - No

Figure 2: Questions presented to Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. Grayed-out questions are disabled unless previous questions are given specific answers. The questions are displayed for each Tweet, with 10 Tweets per HIT.

### B Annotation Details

A screenshot of the survey presented to annotators is in Figure 2.